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ABSTRACT. Ecologists have developed terminology to distinguish ecosystems based on the degree of human alteration. To this end,
ecosystems can be characterized as “novel ecosystems,” “impacted ecosystems,” or “designed ecosystems,” depending on the role of
human management in ecosystem development and effects on ecosystem properties. Properly classifying an ecosystem as novel,
impacted, or designed has critical implications for its conservation and management, but a broadly applicable definition for a “novel
ecosystem” does not exist. We have provided a formal definition of “novel ecosystem” that facilitates its use in practical applications
and have described four characteristics of such an ecosystem. A novel ecosystem can be identified by its origins rooted in human agency,
the ecological thresholds it has crossed, a significantly altered species composition, and a capacity to sustain itself. Ecosystem
classification in the literature has been inconsistent. We have illustrated the application of our definition using multiple case studies
representing impacted, designed, and novel ecosystems.
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INTRODUCTION
Growing awareness that most of Earth’s ecosystems are
influenced by humans (Vitousek et al. 1997) and recognition that
many of the ecosystems resulting from this influence do not
resemble their natural precursors have led ecologists to distinguish
between ecosystems with degraded structure and functionality
and novel ecosystems. Some ecologists have argued that novel
ecosystems should be managed differently from degraded
ecosystems, valued for the ecosystem services they provide, and
not treated as restoration priorities (Hobbs et al. 2006). However,
a broadly applicable definition of a novel ecosystem is lacking
along with specifics on how novel ecosystems differ from degraded
ecosystems.
Since its first use by Chapin and Starfield (1997), the concept of
the “novel ecosystem” has gained traction among ecologists who
wish to describe ecosystems with biotic and/or abiotic
characteristics altered by humans. First used to describe Arctic
tundra transitioning to boreal grassland steppe under altered
climate and fire regime (Chapin and Starfield 1997), the term has
since been applied to a wide variety of ecosystems: mixed exoticnative tropical forests establishing on abandoned pasture and
cropland in Puerto Rico (Lugo and Helmer 2004), nearshore
ocean floors dominated by the exotic invasive alga Caulerpa
(Davis et al. 1997), a grassland in Colorado (USA) composed of
a unique assemblage of grass species planted by managers to
restore an abandoned gravel pit (Seastedt et al. 2008), urban
regions with heavily altered abiotic conditions and large numbers
of exotic species (Kowarik 2011), and many others (Lindenmayer
et al. 2008, Hobbs et al. 2009). The widespread interest in the topic
has led to a comprehensive book (Hobbs et al. 2013) that explores
the concept in much greater detail than we can explore. Despite
the wealth of information and insightful analysis in that book, a
broadly applicable definition is still lacking.

The definition in Hobbs et al. (2013:58) was updated from
previous definitions to the following:
a system of abiotic, biotic and social components (and
their interactions) that, by virtue of human influence,
differ from those that prevailed historically, having a
tendency to self-organize and manifest novel qualities
without intensive human management. Novel ecosystems
are distinguished from hybrid ecosystems by practical
limitation (a combination of ecological, environmental
and social thresholds) on the recovery of historical qualities.
Because the novel ecosystem concept is applied to more systems,
we believe that this definition is insufficient. Under this definition,
the tropical agroforestry plantation that Hobbs et al. (2006)
reference (Ewel 1999) does not qualify as a novel ecosystem
because researchers selected the species and managed the system.
However, how does one define "intensive human management"?
Similarly, should indirect anthropogenic stresses such as climate
change, non-point-source pollution, and acid deposition be
considered as human influence, even if their effects are universal?
We argue that, for the concept to be useful to scientists, managers,
and policy makers, the novel ecosystem must be defined in a more
selective way that distinguishes it from other types of humanaltered ecosystems.
We propose the following definition:
A novel ecosystem is a unique assemblage of biota and
environmental conditions that is the direct result of
intentional or unintentional alteration by humans, i.e.,
human agency, sufficient to cross an ecological threshold
that facilitates a new ecosystem trajectory and inhibits
its return to a previous trajectory regardless of additional
human intervention. The resulting ecosystem must also
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be self-sustaining in terms of species composition,
structure, biogeochemistry, and ecosystem services. A
defining characteristic of a novel ecosystem is a change
in species composition relative to ecosystems present in
the same biome prior to crossing a threshold.
Our definition is built on concepts that themselves need further
clarification. Definitions clarifies our use of the terms human
agency, thresholds, species composition, and self-sustaining. We
apply this stricter definition of the novel ecosystem to numerous
examples of ecosystems previously classified as novel in the
literature and apply a designation (Table 1). We also give a detailed
case study of a novel ecosystem (Box 2).
DEFINITIONS
Human agency
Human agency, i.e., the direct alteration of ecosystem
characteristics by humans, whether intentional or unintentional,
is the essential element in creating novel ecosystems and is central
to our definition and those proposed earlier (Hobbs et al. 2006,
2013). Though many ecosystems also exhibit altered ecosystem
functions and services because of direct human impact (Lugo and
Helmer 2004), for an ecosystem to be considered novel, the change
in ecosystem trajectory, i.e., change over time, must be initiated
by direct human agency that is geographically situated in that
ecosystem, e.g., species introduction, land-use management, or
point-source pollution.
We hold that indirect anthropogenic stresses, e.g., climate change,
nitrogen deposition, or ocean acidification, and natural
variability, e.g., weather, seasons, or stochastic events, should not
be considered drivers of novel ecosystem formation. These
indirect global drivers affect the trajectories of all ecosystems on
Earth, but often direct, local drivers overshadow global stresses
at the scales at which ecosystems are managed and regulated.
Thus, we deem the concept of human agency to be useful only
insofar as it allows us to distinguish novel ecosystems from other
types of ecosystems so that we may inform our management of
them.
Direct anthropogenic alteration can be either deliberate or
inadvertent. We use the term "designed" to denote an ecosystem
created by intentional physical alteration aiming to enhance select
ecosystem services, for example, a dammed river or cultivated
land. These intentional human agencies may lead to unintentional
changes within the newly designed ecosystem. However, designed
ecosystems are heavily managed systems in which structure and
function are largely the result of intentional human modification,
which could include ecosystems that have been restored (Kueffer
and Daehler 2009). In contrast, we use the term "impacted" to
denote an ecosystem that results from unintentional alterations
or degradation, for example, areas that receive wastewater effluent
(Box 1). In impacted ecosystems, human actions have
unintentionally altered the structure and function from the
natural state, but a threshold (Fig. 1) has not been crossed.
Impacted and designed ecosystems have the potential to become
novel ecosystems if a threshold is crossed.
Thresholds
The second criterion of a novel ecosystem is that the system has
crossed one or more thresholds. By a threshold, we mean a point

along an ecosystem’s trajectory at which a change in ecosystem
properties becomes difficult or impossible to reverse,
distinguishing a novel ecosystem from its previous state (Scheffer
and Carpenter 2003, Groffman et al. 2006). Thresholds can be
either biotic or abiotic in nature (Hobbs et al. 2006). A common
biotic threshold involves the introduction of nonnative invasive
species (Suding and Hobbs 2009). Once such species establish,
they are often virtually impossible to eradicate without regular
human management (Vitousek et al. 1997), and impacts on the
ecosystem may linger even if eradication is successful (Hobbs et
al. 2006). However, it is important to note that a change in species
composition is a symptom, or “passenger,” of changes in
community-level properties such as colonization, competition,
and mortality, not a threshold in and of itself (MacDougall and
Turkington 2005).
Fig. 1. The middle trajectory represents a self-sustaining natural
succession, where the upper and lower boundaries of the gray
box represent natural variability. The dashed line represents an
act of human agency triggering a threshold crossing that alters
the successional trajectory of the ecosystem, resulting in a novel
ecosystem in the case of the upper trajectory and an impacted
or designed ecosystem in the case of the lower trajectory. Point
A represents the removal of human agency, causing the
ecosystem to revert back to its prior trajectory as is the case in
designed or impacted ecosystems. Alternatively, the removal of
human agency could result in a novel ecosystem if that
ecosystem can become self-sustaining. Point B is the point at
which the novel ecosystem reaches a self-sustaining state that
continues on a trajectory that will not realign with its previous
trajectory.

Abiotic thresholds relate to ecosystem processes such as nutrient
cycling, material import and export, and changes to the substrate.
An ecological change that can serve as a threshold between a
previous state and a novel ecosystem for one type of ecosystem
may not produce a novel ecosystem in other ecological settings
(Hobbs et al. 2009).
A defining feature of a threshold is that the ecosystem sustains
itself in its new post-threshold state without human assistance
(Hobbs et al. 2009). Positive feedbacks inherent in a novel
ecosystem are one means by which a threshold can prevent the
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return to a previous state (Suding and Hobbs 2009). To verify that
an ecosystem has crossed a threshold, a measurable difference
must exist between the ecosystem’s previous and current state. We
propose that the occurrence of ecological parameters outside their
historical ranges of variability (Walker and Meyers 2004, Keane
et al. 2009) could be indicative of a threshold crossing, including,
but not limited to the following: species composition, species
diversity, salinity levels, pH, productivity, decomposition rate,
relative change in trophic level biomass, nutrient cycling rates, or
distribution of a particular habitat element, either biotic or
abiotic, in the ecosystem. As Suding and Hobbs (2009)
acknowledge, research focused on determining such parameters
that are prone to exhibiting threshold behavior will play a
significant role in identifying novel ecosystem thresholds in future
scenarios.

Fig. 2. The role of human agency in the creation and
maintenance of altered ecosystems. Arrows: (1) natural
ecosystem processes, (2) unintentional alteration or intentional
degradation, (3) altering ecosystem services for clear human
gains, (4) environmental remediation, (5) ecosystem restoration,
(6) lack of maintenance, and (7 and 8) novel succession.

Box 1:
Human agency and ecosystem state change
Implicit in our analysis is the decision to view humans and human
agency as external elements in a natural world. Although natural
processes, such as succession, disturbance, and regeneration of
communities (arrow 1), can affect ecosystems, humans alter
global ecosystems in a number of different ways. This perspective
of humans as external to the ecosystem allows us to categorize
human interactions with natural environments as shown in Figure
2.
We differentiate human agency (solid arrows) into four forms. The
first, arrow 2, depicts the transition to an impacted ecosystem
through unintentional alteration or intentional degradation, e.g.,
pollution, introduction of invasive species, and failed
management strategies; whereas arrow 3 represents the
manipulation of ecosystem services for clear human gains,
resulting in a designed ecosystem, e.g., agriculture, plantation
forestry, and fish stocking. With additional human manipulation,
e.g., remediation, impacted ecosystems can be made to provide
additional ecosystem services, thereby transitioning to a designed
system (arrow 4). Finally, arrow 5 embodies the transition of an
altered ecosystem toward a more natural state. This can occur if
no thresholds were crossed or through additional restoration
efforts. Although this arrow completes the cycle of human impact,
it is hard, if not impossible, to completely remove the human
footprint from many ecosystems.
The dashed lines in the figure represent the removal of human
agency. Lack of maintenance causes an ecosystem to change states
from designed to impacted when the ecosystem’s capacity to
provide the ecosystem services it was designed to support
diminishes (arrow 6). When unmaintained, a designed ecosystem
may yield a novel system if a human-induced change causes
ecological thresholds to be crossed and alters an ecosystem’s
trajectory (arrow 7). If left untreated by human agency, impacted
systems may undergo further ecological change. If the trajectory
of resulting succession based on these changes is distinctly
different from that of the ecosystem’s predecessor, a novel system
can result (arrow 8).

Species composition
The third criterion of a novel ecosystem is a unique species
composition. New combinations of species and altered relative
abundances can signify departure from a previous community.
The never-before-seen species composition is a readily observable
demonstration of what makes a novel ecosystem distinctive,
regardless of whether individual species are the drivers or the
passengers of change (MacDougall and Turkington 2005).
We consider a species composition to be unique if the
combination of species and their relative abundances differ from
all other ecosystems existing in the same biome. The establishment
of invasive or nonnative species in ecosystems is the best-studied
example of biophysical or biogeographical barriers being
breached by human agency (Vitousek et al. 1997, Mooney and
Hobbs 2000). Examples abound of invasive species as the drivers
of change because aggressive, fast-growing organisms can often
outcompete native species for resources (Callaway and
Aschehoug 2000, Crowl et al. 2008). Invasive species are also likely
to take advantage of anthropogenic disturbances occurring
within native ecosystems by gaining a foothold where native
species are negatively affected by change (Dukes and Mooney
1999, McKinney and Lockwood 1999), thus acting as passengers
of change. Regardless of the causal role played by invasive species,
change in abiotic conditions typically accompanies a change in
species composition (Chapin and Starfield 1997, Hooper et al.
2005).
Self-sustaining
The final criterion of a novel ecosystem is that its abiotic and
biotic properties are self-sustaining, or able to remain and persist
without, or in spite of, continued human intervention. All
ecosystems, including novel ones, change because of natural
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Table 1. Examples of ecosystems that have been previously classified as novel in the literature. Each case study was designated as novel,
designed, or impacted using the definition and four criteria outlined in this paper.
Case Studies

Novel Ecosystem Criteria

Ecosystem

Description

Reference

Puerto
Rico’s ‘new’
forests

Regenerating forests on
degraded lands, composed
largely of non-native species
and exhibiting multiple
successional pathways
Savannas transformed
extensively by increased fire
and introduction of grass
species such as Melinis
minutiflora

Aide et al.
2000, Lugo
and Helmer
2004

Y

Y

Y

Y

Hoffmann
and Jackson
2000,
Oliveria and
Marquis
2002
Peñuelas et
al. 2002,
Hódar et al.
2003

Y

Y

Y

?

N

N

Y

Y

Impacted By definition, climate change
alone is insufficient as human
agency.

Kowalewski
et al. 2000,
Stromberg et
al. 2007
Ewel 1999

Y

Y

Y

?

Designed Human management
continues because of
hydrologic controls.

Y

Y

Y

N

Kelp forests

Removal of keystone species Simenstad et
(sea otter) results in shift to al. 1978,
novel ecosystem state
Estes and
Duggins
1995

Y

N

Y

N

Nearshore
ocean floors
invaded by
Caulerpa

Invasion by the alga
Caulerpa in the
Mediterranean and
elsewhere leads to a novel
ecosystem and monospecific
dominance.
An estuary now dominated
almost entirely by non-native
species, with entirely novel
species combinations

Davis et al.
1997,
Meinesz
1999

Y

?

X

?

Designed Human management
continues to maximize
valuable ecosystem services.
The plantations would not
maintain current structure
and function without human
intervention.
Impacted Where sea otters have
naturally recolonized, urchin
and kelp populations have
shifted back to their typical
levels in the presence of sea
otters.
Impacted Data do not exist to show the
system has crossed a
threshold and is selfsustaining

Cohen and
Carlton
1998

?

N

Y

N

Long-standing
anthropogenic structures
found within and transiting
forested, agricultural, and
urban environments
Novel forests dominated by
introduced species maintain
ecosystem services after
decline of native tree species

Francis
2011, Collier
2013

Y

?

Y

Y

Mascaro et
al. 2012

Y

Y

Y

Y

Brazil’s
tropical
savannas
(the
Cerrado)

Mediterranean Woodlands with altered
pine
dynamics due to changing
woodlands
climatic conditions coupled
with altitudinal range shifts
in herbivores
Rivers in the Rivers altered by regulation,
western
altered flows, and invasive
United
species
States
Tropical
Diverse combinations of
agroforestry native and non-native
systems
perennial plants used locally
to derive ecosystem goods
and services

San
Francisco
Bay

Field
Boundary
Stonewalls

Hawaiian
Forests

Human Threshold
Species
SelfNovel/
Agency (Y/N) Composition Sustaining Designed/
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
(Y/N)
Impacted

Comments

Novel

The forests in this example
have altered soil
characteristics, nutrient
cycles, and rates of change in
the ecosystem.
Designed It is not yet known what this
ecosystem would look like if
human control over fire
regime ceased.

Impacted Low resistance of native
biota, natural disturbance,
and human transport vectors,
or some combination of these
factors, have produced the
current ecosystem.
Novel (?) Although this example could
represent a novel ecosystem,
further research to assess
ecosystem impact across
scales is needed.
Novel The new species composition
in these forests has affected
nutrient cycling and
ecosystem biomass.

(con'd)
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Freshwater
Lakes,
Rivers, and
Ponds

Invasion by non-native
Strayer 2010
species (e.g., suspensionfeeding bivalves, crustaceans,
and fish), stocking and
accidental release of hybrid
and non-native species.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Rangeland

Management induced new
combinations of introduced
and native plant and animal
species

Y

?

Y

?

Belnap et al.
2012

processes, e.g., erosion, channel migration, climatic shifts, and so
forth, given enough time, regardless of human involvement
(Compton and Boone 2000, Corenblit et al. 2007). However, for
the novel ecosystem concept to be useful, we judge ecosystem
stability on timescales relevant to the dominant biota and
management practices of a given ecosystem. Human intrusion
has caused novel ecosystems to deviate from their natural
trajectories and cross thresholds, which prevent the return to
historical ranges of variability in the relevant future. Thus,
managers must choose a timescale by which to judge whether an
ecosystem is novel. Choosing too long a timescale will cause
confusion with natural succession and ecosystem turnover
(Steiger and Corenblit 2012), whereas choosing too short a
timescale will cause confusion with seasonality, population/
community dynamics, and random variation (Levin 1992). We
propose a guideline of 10- to 100-year timescales, which is
generally appropriate for most ecosystems, but care should be
taken to select the proper timescale for a particular ecosystem.
NOVEL ECOSYSTEMS IN THE ANTHROPOCENE
Global change and human influence
As we enter the Anthropocene, humans continue to manipulate
the biosphere with increasing intensity across all scales to sustain
human population growth and meet demands for natural
resources (Vitousek et al. 1997, Foley et al. 2005). In turn,
degraded ecosystems are becoming more globally prevalent,
encompassing more of the Earth’s surface (Ellis et al. 2010).
Global rates of ecosystem conversion are rising as natural
ecosystems are converted into designed ecosystems, designed
ecosystems are abandoned, and environmental degradation
continues to produce impacted ecosystems. Human drivers allow
for existing novel ecosystems to expand their global footprint and
for the creation of additional novel ecosystems from degraded
systems. Providing a conceptual framework (Figs. 1 and 2) to
better define and identify novel ecosystems will help resource
managers, government officials, scientists, political leaders, and
citizens to better understand the complex problems associated
with ecological management, restoration, and abatement in the
new reality of the Anthropocene.

Novel

These novel communities
have altered biogeochemical
cycles, hydrology, and
physical characteristics (e.g.,
water clarity, light
penetration, etc.) of the
ecosystems.
Novel, This includes numerous
Designed, examples that could be
or
considered either novel,
Impacted designed, or degraded,
depending on the role of
human management and
whether the ecosystem is selfsustaining.

Box 2:
Novel ecosystem case study: abandoned shrimp ponds and
mangroves in Thailand
An abandoned shrimp aquaculture site in Thailand (Matsui et al.
2012) meets our definition of a novel ecosystem. Originally a
mangrove forest, the site was converted into a commercial shrimp
pond and then abandoned in the 1980s. After abandonment, water
flows deposited effluent from nearby shrimp ponds and offshore
sediment within the raised walls of the pond, resulting in a drastic
increase in soil elevation and reduction in the duration of tidal
inundation, causing the soil to become dry and saline. Vegetation
that could tolerate these conditions colonized the pond and
included 2 succulent plants and a pioneer mangrove species,
Avicennia marina. Carbon inputs were reduced as tidal water
containing nearby shrimp pond effluent and offshore sediment
reached the pond less frequently. Existing carbon stocks that were
present readily decomposed in the resulting oxic conditions.
In 2001, Matsui et al. experimentally cleared the vegetation from
the abandoned shrimp farm and planted seedlings of local
mangroves (Bruguiera cylindrica and Rhizophora mucronata).
They monitored the site for species composition, soil organic
carbon, and total carbon over a 10-year period. The authors found
that the planted mangrove species had low survival rates (Fig. 3),
and those trees that survived had a much slower growth rate when
compared to growth rates in favorable tidal conditions. These
favorable conditions were achieved by excavating a portion of the
site to restore its hydrology. Over the course of 10 years, the 2
local mangrove species (B. cylindrica and R. mucronata) grew
about twice as tall in restored tidal conditions compared to the
drier conditions of the abandoned shrimp pond, indicating
inhibited growth in the absence of tidal restoration. Soon after
planting the local mangroves in the unrestored shrimp ponds, the
area was recolonized with the drought-tolerant mangrove (A.
marina), which accounted for more than 90% of the standing
biomass and outcompeted the 2 native mangroves. Soil organic
carbon decreased over the study period (Fig. 3), and Matsui et al.
(2012) expect this trend to continue because of accelerated
decomposition during dry periods.
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We classify this abandoned shrimp pond as a novel ecosystem
because it satisfies each of the four criteria that we describe as
defining a novel ecosystem. Deforestation, obstruction of tidal
influence, and soil accumulation from effluent are human agencies
by which this ecosystem was created. The species composition
present before the restoration attempt was significantly different
from that of the adjacent natural mangrove forests. Even after
planting local mangrove species, the system reverted back to the
drought-resistant halophytic plant community dominated by A.
marina. Even if the hydrology of the area were restored, shrimp
ponds might reaccumulate sediment, requiring continued
maintenance to resist developing novel conditions. Mangrove
restoration efforts that do not restore tidal conditions have been
unsuccessful in the past (Elster 2000, Matsui et al. 2010) because
of the crossing of abiotic thresholds in soil conditions and an
altered hydroperiod. The resilience of this new community
provides further evidence that the system has crossed a threshold
and that the new system is self-sustaining.

Fig. 3. The survival rate of 2 mangrove species, Rhizophora
mucronata and Bruguiera cylindrica, from 5 months to 10 years
after planting. Soil organic carbon (tC/ha) of the excavated and
unexcavated area illustrates a decline in carbon in the excavated
area (Matsui et al. 2012). Note that the initial increase is likely
due to incorporation into the soil of the unsuccessful planted
mangroves.

Excluding indirect anthropogenic stresses
Perhaps the greatest difference between our definition of novel
ecosystems and previous definitions is the exclusion of large-scale,
i.e., global and regional, indirect anthropogenic impacts such as
climate change, ocean acidification, and nitrogen deposition. We
argue that by excluding these types of large-scale changes, the
novel ecosystem concept is more useful. Specifically, if a system
can only be classified as novel or not novel and an entire landscape
is considered novel, there is no way to distinguish between areas
impacted by large- or small-scale stressors.
Understanding the scale of impact is vital to properly manage
novel ecosystems. For example, coral reefs are in danger globally

because of a range of anthropogenic impacts that are evident at
both global and local scales. Using the more inclusive definition
of Hobbs et al. (2013), nearly all coral reef ecosystems would be
considered novel because of ocean acidification and global
climate change (Pandolfi et al. 2011). Alternatively, using our
more restrictive definition, only a subset of coral reefs would be
classified as novel, i.e., those that have been impacted by local
stressors like overfishing, infectious disease, invasive species, or
algal blooms (Mumby and Steneck 2008, Hobbs et al. 2013). With
a smaller subset of coral reef ecosystems, ecosystem managers
could more appropriately target areas for establishment of marine
reserves, fisheries management, restoration, or other local
solutions. We argue that by restricting the definition,
understanding whether a system is novel or not will be more useful
for the people directly involved in the protection, management,
and/or use of the ecosystems.
Valuing novel ecosystems properly
Identification of novel ecosystems is also vital for proper
ecosystem assessment and management. The framework we have
developed recognizes that novel ecosystems are not inherently
good or bad, but that human actions are creating more of them.
The identification of novel ecosystems is an important triage tool
when deciding how to allocate resources for ecosystem
restoration. Managers may best allocate restoration resources to
natural, impacted, or designed ecosystems that have yet to cross
ecological thresholds rather than to novel ecosystems. Although
further research is needed, the novel ecosystem concept suggests
that societies will most efficiently invest time, effort, and financial
resources if they focus on managing novel ecosystems for the
ecosystem services that they can provide, rather than attempting
to restore them to their previous states. In this light, managers
should measure the health and function of novel ecosystems
against standards that reflect their novel properties rather than
standards that reflect the properties of their prenovel precedents.
Although many studies document the harmful effects of invasive
species on ecosystem services (Mooney and Cleland 2001, Pejchar
and Mooney 2009), novel ecosystems that include invasive species
have been shown to facilitate the regrowth of native species and
to enhance ecosystem services from impacted or designed states
(Lugo and Helmer 2004). Threshold crossings often alter species
composition by destroying native seed banks or by changing the
abiotic attributes of ecosystems such that regeneration of native
pioneer species is unsuccessful. However, nonnative species can
also build soils, alter hydrology, and provide structure and habitat
for native species. This may facilitate the creation of a selfsustaining novel ecosystem. Managers should seek to better
understand and evaluate the trade-offs and potential benefits that
novel ecosystems and nonnative species can create in the longterm function of ecosystems and the services they provide.
Future research on novel ecosystems should build knowledge
surrounding the trends that signal threshold crossings. To prevent
the loss of highly valued but degraded ecosystems, managers must
anticipate threshold crossings. By recognizing the trends that have
been observed after a particular human agency has been removed,
managers can make informed decisions regarding ecosystem
trajectories rather than allowing managed ecosystems to develop
into unfamiliar and undesirable systems after abandonment.
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The novel outlook
Novel ecosystems present a unique opportunity to further our
understanding of many fundamental and emerging concepts in
ecology. Although fundamental research on pristine ecosystems
is still important, novel ecosystems should be studied for their
growing contribution to the Earth system and their inherent
effects on underlying ecological characteristics such as resilience,
competition, extinction, and speciation. The continued formation
of novel ecosystems offers new opportunities for further insights
into threshold dynamics, ecosystem structure, and longevity.
For example, in the creation of a novel ecosystem, the crossing of
a threshold signals that human agency has exceeded the resilience
of some aspect of the previous ecosystem. By definition, the
changes in ecosystem attributes that are associated with a crossed
threshold are irreversible. However, after crossing a threshold, it
is unclear whether the resulting ecosystem will be more or less
resistant to further change. Does this resistance equally extend to
both natural and anthropogenic disturbance? Current research
on the relation of resilience to regime shifts, thresholds, and
nonlinearity in ecosystems is exploring these concepts (e.g., Folke
et al. 2004, Sundstrom et al. 2012). Consequently, we propose that
novel ecosystems are ideal laboratories for addressing many
current ecological questions.
A case for ecosystem monitoring
One specific hurdle in identifying and defining novel ecosystems
continues to be the interaction between the timescale of ecosystem
change and the amount of monitoring needed relative to such
changes. In the same way that ecosystems can be defined at spatial
scales ranging from microscopic to global, timescales for the
formation and turnover of novel ecosystems can also vary widely.
The high variability in individual life spans, biological processes,
abiotic/biotic interactions, ecosystem function, and drivers of
ecological change makes it impossible to set uniform limits for a
timescale appropriate for all novel ecosystems. Most of the
examples we present were on a decadal timescale; however, it is
not hard to imagine novel ecosystems forming at both ends of the
temporal spectrum. For example, novel microbial ecosystems
could form at rapid timescales in response to environmental
change because of short generation times, e.g., bacterial
populations that have formed to subsist on plastic waste in the
open ocean (Dickey Zaikab 2011). At the other end of the
continuum, for ecosystems dominated by long-lived individuals,
such as redwood forests, novel ecosystem formation could require
hundreds or thousands of years. At these longer timescales,
drivers of natural ecological change, e.g., evolution and geologic
processes, may have a greater influence on ecosystem changes,
and the role of human agents may be diminished. Overall,
managers should evaluate novel ecosystems on a case-by-case
basis because of variations in the time they require to respond to
acts of human agency and variations in how these responses can
be measured.
Both short and long timescales present unique challenges to
understanding novel ecosystems. At longer timescales, isolating
the influence of individual, anthropogenic disturbances necessary
for the formation of a novel ecosystem is difficult and also requires
long-term ecosystem monitoring. In our review of the literature,
we found that portions of the coastline of the Mediterranean Sea
invaded by Caulerpa are one example of impacted systems that

seem to have the potential to become novel ecosystems given
enough time, but that either insufficient time or information exists
to clearly designate them as novel (Table 1). This lack of data is
pervasive and illustrates the need for comprehensive, long-term
ecological monitoring to develop an accurate understanding of
these systems and their trajectories. Conversely, ecosystem
turnover in response to rapid ecological change at shorter
timescales could result in the designation of a series of novel
ecosystems where in actuality the original ecosystem is still in flux
and has not yet become self-sustaining. Isolating and studying a
single novel ecosystem may be difficult if drivers exist that
promote continuous ecosystem change, resulting in an unstable
trajectory. The duration of monitoring needs to be appropriate
for the system under study for the data collected to fully depict
the influence of human agency and the ecosystem’s response over
time. As such, future studies should be of sufficient duration to
capture ecosystem changes across multiple generations of the
dominant biota and to address changes in stocks and flows of
energy and key nutrients to identify suspected thresholds.
CONCLUSION
By narrowing the definition of a novel ecosystem, it is now
possible to better apply the concept to human-influenced
ecosystems globally. Understanding that these ecosystems are not
merely degraded but rather entirely different from those that
existed previously is fundamental to ecosystem management
across all scales and biomes. This insight will encourage human
societies to study and manage novel ecosystems as functioning
ecosystems, with an eye toward their novel ecology and ecosystem
services. Viewing novel ecosystems in this way and recognizing
the trade-offs between their positive and negative aspects will
allow managers the pragmatic flexibility needed to make informed
and sensible decisions concerning resource use and ecosystem
maintenance.

Responses to this article can be read online at:
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.
php/6192
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